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Waffle
Waffle is an ancient product walking with mankind for millennia, evolving 
over the centuries in terms of ingredients, shapes and combinations and 
owing its shape to cooking between two hot plates.

Born in Greece in the classical period and there called obelías, it 
was adopted by the Roman legions that spread it as oblata in Europe.

With the fall of the Empire the Roman oblata became the host.

In the Middle Ages, in Belgium, a Cistercian abbot and a master forger 
joined forces to create a dough with honey to be cooked in a cast-iron 
plate in the shape of an honeycomb. In medieval French wafla and gaufra 
are translated as: honey, sweet, honeycomb. Waffle is therefore a "sweet 
made with honey in the shape of a honeycomb".

Centuries later the Pilgrim Fathers brought the fers à gaufre, or waffle iron, 
to the Americas, followed by the enthusiastic President Thomas Jefferson 
returning from a trip to the old continent, and the recipes continued to 
evolve, as did the waffle baker.

In the United States and in general in the Anglo-Saxon world today, the 
cooked waffle is, with the pancake, the traditional breakfast, to be declined 
in sweet and savory version.



Golden Malted

In the 1930s the Mechanical Engineer Federico Carbone emigrated 
from Naples to the United States with the dream of creating something 
unique.

In 1937, Mr. Fred Carbon founded Golden Malted®, patented the world's 
first improved recipe for waffles and pancakes and dedicated his life to the 
improvement of blending facilities and the production of user friendly waffle 
baker to cook waffles.

Today, more than eighty years later, Golden Malted® produces the 
best-selling Waffles mixes and Waffle baker in the world.

We serve 100% of the US University Campuses, Disney® and 
Dreamwork® parks and resorts, 85% of the hotels in the USA and we are 
among suppliers since decades of many of the most prestigious 
international hotel chains, including Hilton® and Marriott®.



Waffle baker
Golden Malted® Waffle baker is 
designed and is constantly improved 
NOT to be used by special ized 
personnel: the goal is to let the guest to 
cook his own waffle and thus make 
the experience unique, fun and 
memorable.Golden Malted® Waffle 
baker is, among other things, 
equipped with Dupont® Teflon plates 
of the highest quality available on the 
market, with timers and with an 
electronic control card that 
supervises the correct use of the same 
pod.

Golden Malted® Waffle baker is never 
on sale and is delivered after signing the 
contract.
The duration of the contract is one year, and requires a minimum 
consumption of twelve improved Golden Malted® cases of mix for 
each Waffle baker.



Plates
One Waffle baker, thousands of plates. Golden Malted® designs 
and manufactures customized plates with logo on customer's 
mandate.

AMERICAN

MINI

BELGIAN

BOAT

BEST WESTERN* CASINO*

GOLF

HILTON* MARRIOTT*

SHERATON*

THE RITZ CARLTON*

  WALT DISNEY*

* plates available only for affiliates

HILTON GARDEN INN HOLIDAY INN BUBBLE WAFFLE CUSTOMIZED



Mixes
Golden Malted® Pancake and Waffle 
Flour is available in two options: Original 
and Complete.

The sum of the two options is the most 
widespread and popular pancake and 
waffle mix in the world.

The mixes are made up of special flours 
enriched with noble ingredients including 
B vitamins and iron, and barley malt 
useful to promote digestion.

The original recipes were patented for the first time in 1937 and 
have since been constantly improved to optimize digestibility, taste 
and consistency.

The mixes are kept at room temperature, while the batter 
obtained must be kept in the refrigerator.



Facts
Often the last guest experience at the Hotel is breakfast. If for any 
reason the night was not perfect, breakfast creates the strongest 
memory. For this reason it is wise to offer an unforgettable breakfast.

The Waffle Golden Malted® is easy, good and fun to make and 
creates a pleasant memory of the Hotel. Cooking in the breakfast 
room produces a good smell that transmits a positive impact on the 
overall quality of the breakfast buffet.

The Waffle Golden Malted® is large and, once stuffed, does not 
consume much else to the guest. As a result the cost per guest 
decreases.

The Waffle Golden Malted® gives an international and modern 
flavor to your breakfast.

Assistance and maintenance are the responsibility of the 
Golden Malted® distributor.

The Golden Malted® Waffle baker can be easily cleaned.
The minimum daily consumption of 8 waffles per day is required 
to enter the Fresh Baked Waffle Program.
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